A genetic algorithm (GA) is applied to the optimization problem for maximizing the fundamental frequency of laminated shallow shells. A frequency formula is derived for the shallow shell supported by shear diaphrams, and is used in the GA optimization process. The advantage of using GA approach in the laminated shell problem is demonstrated.
Introduction
For optimization of vibration characteristics of the composite elements, it is found in literature surveys that there are a reasonable amount of references dealing with laminated flat plates (e.g, a recent work by Fukunaga et al. [1] ). However, very little has been done to study optimization of laminated shell structures, since the vibration analysis of composite shells itself involves difficulties in the formulation and a joining optimization algorithm includes many parameters and complicated algorithm flows.
The present authors recently developed an optimal design approach using analytically derived gradients and applied to the determination of optimal stacking conditions for shallow shells of rectangular planform [2] . When the maximization of lowest frequency was focussed, it was found in the study that the lowest mode takes on various wave numbers depending on fiber orientation angles and shell curvature, and the optimal solution (i.e., the maximized lowest frequency) exists occasionally at a crossing point of different frequency curves against the fiber angle. This causes the gradient of the lowest mode to be unsolvable and makes the problem more complicated, particularly for cases when the number of design variables is increased.
In the present paper, an effort is made to remedy this situation by using a genetic algorithm (GA) [3] for determining the stacking condition that maximizes the lowest frequency. The GA is a kind of probabilistic optimization wherein a population of designs go through operations called selection, crossover and mutation to create the next generation. This process is repeated untill the optimal or nearly optimal design represented by a fitness function is reached. Leissa and Qatu derived a complete set of equations for generally laminated shallow shells [4] and by reducing from those equations, differential equations are derived in terms of displacements {u,v,w} for the present problem. When the shell is supported along four edges by shear diaphrams which satisfy the boundary conditions v=w=Mx=O along x=O,a u=w=My=O along y=O,b ( Mx , My : bending moment), then displacements can be represented by
where m and n are half wave numbers in x and y directions, respectively, and (J) is a radian frequency of free vibration. Substitution of assumed solutions (2) into the governing equations yields a set of linear equations (3) where [K] is a 3 X 3 stiffness matrix and {u} = {Umn, Vmn, Wmn} T. The nondimensional frequency parameter is defined by Q 2 = P lJ) 2 a 4 / D 0 with a reference stiffness D 0 = E 2 h S / 12 ( 1-JJ 1 2 JJ 2 1) (E: Young' modulus, IJ :Poisson's ratio). The solution to equation (3) is simplified by neglecting inplane inertia to an explicit formula
where kij are elements in the [K] matrix.
Optimization by genetic algorithm
The present optimization problem is formulated in the following form.
Maxirnize{lowest Q (Un subject to 0 0 :::;;; 0 i:::;;; 180 0 (i=I,2,"') (5) Design variables are fiber orientaion angles 0 i in the layers, and the object function to be maximized is the fundamental frequency, i.e. {lowest Q (71)}, of the shell. This is sometimes hard to find, because the lowest mode is not necessarily limited to (m,n)=(l,l) mode and the maximum frequency may exist at a crossing point of frequency curves versus the design variables [2] . . The gradient cannot be defined at a snap point of the lowest curve, and therefore gradient based search techniques are difficult to apply.
In the present study, an attempt is made to apply a genetic algorithm to resolve the above problem, because GA is known to be insensitive to the complexity of the design space and does not use any gradient information. In GA, a population of designs are prepared and each individual in the population represents a design, i.e. a stacking sequence coded in the form of a bit string. Each individual has a fitness value that determines its probability of being chosen as future parents. In addition to the selection, operators called crossover and mutation are used with given probabilities to create a new generation from parents by mating [3] .
Here the fitness function is directly chosen to be {lowest Q ( 7! )}. The followings are tuned parameters after a number of numerical experiments. 
An "elite plan" was effective and employed in this study where the best design is always kept unchanged in the new generation.
Numerical experiment and some results
Examples are given for a carbon-fiber composite material having the elastic constants £1= 181 GPa, £2= 10.3 GPa, G12= 7.17 GPaand 1) 12= 0.3.
Two types of twelve-layered, symmetric configuration are considered: Type (1) an alternating angle-ply laminate [( 0 / -0 )3]s and Type (2) a little more general laminate [( 0 1/ 0 2)3]s. The aspect and thickness ratios are alb =1 (square planform) and a!h=400, respectively. The curvature ratio is R" IR., =0 (R" =1= 0, R., = 00) for a cylindrical shell, R " IR ., = 1 for a spherical shell and R " IR ., = -1 for a hyperbolic paraboloidal shell. The shallowness is defined by aiR" ,ranging from 0 (flat plate) to 0.2. Table 1 presents the maximized fundamental frequencies Q * and the optimal design variables 0 * obtained by the present GA approach for various combinations of geometric parameters. The half wave numbers (m,n)* present the optimal mode of vibration. A single (m,n)* means that the optimal design is found at a maximum value of a smooth function, while a set of two (m,n)* indicate the optima exist at crossing points.
The present optimal values in Type (1) are compared to those of reference [2] and good agreement is found for all theresults, Of particular interest is that the optimal.solutions for the hyperbolic paraboloidal shell are all constant values while the results vary considerably depending upon the geometric parameters for the other two shells. More complicated results are obtained for Type (2) where two independent design variables are determined. As the degree of curvature aiR" is increased from flat plate (aiR" =0), the relative difference becomes significant, e.g., twelve times greater for aiR" =0.2 of the spherical shell, but again optimal frequencies are constant for the hyperbolic Paraboloidal shell. There are some different combinations in Oland 0 2, even eight cases for the spherical shell that has four symmetric axes in geometry. 
